Abstract—The Big Data revolution promises to transform how we live, work, and think by enabling process optimization, empowering insight discovery and improving decision-making. The realization of this grand potential relies on the ability to extract value from such massive data through data analytics; machine learning is at its core because of its ability to learn from data and provide data driven insights, decisions, and predictions. However, traditional machine learning approaches were developed in a different era and thus are based upon multiple assumptions, such as the dataset fitting entirely into memory, what unfortunately no longer holds true in this new context. These broken assumptions, together with the Big Data characteristics are creating obstacles for the traditional techniques. Consequently, this paper compiles, summarizes, and organizes machine learning challenges with Big Data. In contrast to other research that discusses challenges, this work highlights the cause-effect relationship by organizing challenges according to Big Data Vs or dimensions that instigated the issue: Volume, Velocity, Variety or Veracity. Moreover, emerging machine learning approaches and techniques are discussed in terms of how they are capable of handling the various challenges with the ultimate objective of helping practitioners select appropriate solutions for their use cases. Finally, a matrix relating the challenges and approaches is presented. Through this process, this study provides a perspective on the domain, identifies research gaps and opportunities, and provides a strong foundation and encouragement for further research in the field of machine learning with Big Data.
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Table of Acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ACRONYM</th>
<th>DEFINITION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FPGA</td>
<td>Field-Programmable Gate Array</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GPU</td>
<td>Graphic Processing Units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IoT</td>
<td>Internet of Things</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i.i.d</td>
<td>Independent and Identically Distributed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLE</td>
<td>Locally Linear Embedding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ML</td>
<td>Machine Learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLlib</td>
<td>Machine Learning Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MLP</td>
<td>Multi-Layer Perceptron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOA</td>
<td>Massive Online Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCA</td>
<td>Principal Component Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAMP</td>
<td>Reduce and Map Provenance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDD</td>
<td>Resilient Distributed Datasets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVM</td>
<td>Support Vector Machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SVR</td>
<td>Support Vector Regression</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I. INTRODUCTION

Today, the amount of data is exploding at an unprecedented rate as a result of developments in Web technologies, social media, and mobile and sensing devices. For example, Twitter processes over 70M tweets per day, thereby generating over 8TB daily [1]. ABI Research estimates that by 2020, there will be more than 30 billion connected devices [2]. These Big Data possess tremendous potential in terms of business value in a variety of fields such as health care, biology, transportation, online advertising, energy management, and financial services [3], [4]. However, traditional approaches are struggling when faced with these massive data.

The concept of Big Data is defined by Gartner [5] as high volume, high velocity, and/or high variety data that require new processing paradigms to enable insight discovery, improved decision making, and process optimization. According to this definition, Big Data are not characterized by specific size metrics, but rather by the fact that traditional approaches are struggling to process them due to their size, velocity or variety. The potential of Big Data is highlighted by their definition; however, realization of this potential depends on improving traditional approaches or developing new ones capable of handling such data.
Because of their potential, Big Data have been referred to as a revolution that will transform how we live, work, and think [6]. The main purpose of this revolution is to make use of large amounts of data to enable knowledge discovery and better decision making [6]. The ability to extract value from Big Data depends on data analytics; Jagadish et al. [7] consider analytics to be the core of the Big Data revolution.

Data analytics involves various approaches, technologies, and tools such as those from text analytics, business intelligence, data visualization, and statistical analysis. This paper focusses on machine learning (ML) as a fundamental component of data analytics. The McKinsey Global Institute has stated that ML will be one of the main drivers of the Big Data revolution [8]. The reason for this is its ability to learn from data and provide data driven insights, decisions, and predictions [9]. It is based on statistics and, similarly to statistical analysis, can extract trends from data; however, it does not require the explicit use of statistical proofs. According to the nature of the available data, the two main categories of learning tasks are: supervised learning when both inputs and their desired outputs (labels) are known and the system learns to map inputs to outputs and unsupervised learning when desired outputs are not known and the system itself discovers the structure within the data. Classification and regression are examples of supervised learning: in classification the outputs take discrete values (class labels) while in regression the outputs are continuous. Examples of classification algorithms are k-nearest neighbour, logistic regression, and Support Vector Machine (SVM) while regression examples include Support Vector Regression (SVR), linear regression, and polynomial regression. Some algorithms such as neural networks can be used for both, classification and regression. Unsupervised learning includes clustering which groups objects based on established similarity criteria; k-means is an example of such algorithm. Predictive analytics relies on machine learning to develop models built using past data in an attempt to predict the future [10]; numerous algorithms including SVR, neural networks, and Naïve Bayes can be used for this purpose.

A common ML presumption is that algorithms can learn better with more data and consequently provide more accurate results [11]. However, massive datasets impose a variety of challenges because traditional algorithms were not designed to meet such requirements. For example, several ML algorithms were designed for smaller datasets, with the assumption that the entire dataset can fit in memory. Another assumption is that the entire dataset is available for processing at the time of training. Big Data break these assumptions, rendering traditional algorithms unusable or greatly impeding their performance.

A number of techniques have been developed to adapt machine learning algorithms to work with large datasets: examples are new processing paradigms such as MapReduce [12] and distributed processing frameworks such as Hadoop [13]. Branches of machine learning including deep and online learning have also been adapted in an effort to overcome the challenges of machine learning with Big Data.

This paper first compiles, summarizes, and organizes machine learning challenges with Big Data. In contrast to other research [7], [11], [14], [15], the focus is on linking the identified challenges with the Big Data V dimensions (volume, velocity, variety, and veracity) to highlight the cause-effect relationship. Next, emerging machine learning approaches are reviewed with the emphasis on how they address the identified challenges. Through this process, this study provides a perspective on the domain and identifies research gaps and opportunities in the area of machine learning with Big Data. Although security and privacy are important considerations from an application perspective, they do not impede the execution of machine learning and are therefore considered to be outside the scope of this paper.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section II reviews related work, and Section III presents machine learning challenges classified according to the Big Data dimensions. An overview of emerging machine learning approaches with discussion about challenges they address is provided in Section IV. Section V aggregates the findings and identifies future research directions. Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

This paper highlights the challenges specific or highly relevant to machine learning in the context of Big Data, associates them with the V dimensions, and then provides an overview of how emerging approaches are responding to them. In the existing literature, some researchers have described general machine learning challenges with Big Data [4], [14], [16], [17] whereas others have discussed them in the context of specific methodologies [14], [18].

Najafabadi et al. [14] focused on deep learning, but noted the following general obstacles for machine learning with Big Data: unstructured data formats, fast moving (streaming) data, multi-source data input, noisy and poor-quality data, high dimensionality, scalability of algorithms, imbalanced distribution of input data, unlabelled data, and limited labeled data. Similarly, Sukumar [16] identified three main requirements: designing flexible and highly scalable architectures, understanding statistical data characteristics before applying algorithms; and finally, developing ability to work with larger datasets. Both studies, Najafabadi et al. [14] and Sukumar [16] reviewed aspects of machine learning with Big Data; however, they did not attempt to associate each identified challenge with its cause. Moreover, their discussions are on a very high level without presenting related solutions. In contrast, our work includes a thorough discussion of challenges, establishes their relations with Big Data dimensions, and presents an overview of solutions that mitigate them.

Qiu et al. [17] presented a survey of machine learning for Big Data, but they focused on the field of signal processing. Their study identified five critical issues (large scale, different data types, high speed of data, uncertain and incomplete data, and data with low value density) and related them to Big Data dimensions. Our study includes a more comprehensive view of
challenges, but similarly relates them to the V dimensions. Furthermore, Qiu et al. [17] also identified various learning techniques and discussed representative work in signal processing for Big Data. Although they do a great work of identifying existing problems and possible solutions, the lack of categorization and direct relationship between each approach and its challenges makes it difficult to make an informed decision in terms of which learning paradigm or solution would be best for a specific use case or scenario. Consequently, in our work emphasis is on establishing correlation between solutions and challenges.

Al-Jarrah et al. [4] reviewed machine learning for Big Data focusing on the efficiency of large-scale systems and new algorithmic approaches with reduced memory footprint. Although they mentioned various Big Data hurdles, they did not present a systematic view as is done in this work. Al-Jarrah et al. were interested in the analytical aspect, and methods for reducing computational complexity in distributed environments were not considered. This work, on the other hand, considers both the analytical aspect and computational complexity in distributed environments.

Existing studies have effectively discussed the obstacles encountered by specific techniques such as deep learning [14], [18]. However, these studies focused on a narrow aspect of machine learning: a more comprehensive view of challenges and approaches in the Big Data context is needed.

Similar to our work, Gandomi and Haider categorized challenges in accordance with the Big Data Vs [19]. However, their characterization is general and not in terms of machine learning.

Surveys on platforms for Big Data analytics have also been presented [20], [21]. Singh and Reddy [20] considered vertical and horizontal scaling platforms. They discussed the advantages and disadvantages of different platforms in terms of attributes such as scalability, I/O performance, fault tolerance, real-time processing, and iterative task support. Similarly, de Almeida and Bernardino [21] reviewed open source platforms including Apache Mahout, massive online analysis (MOA), the R Project, Vowpal, Pegasos, and GraphLab. These studies reviewed and compared existing platforms, while the present study relates these platforms to the challenges they address. Moreover, in this work, Big Data platforms are just one category of reviewed solutions.

The challenges of data mining with Big Data have been explored in the literature [22], [23]. Fan and Bifet [22] focused on challenges for data mining with Big Data and, as opposed to this work, they do not classify those challenges nor provide possible solutions. The work of Wu et al. [23], categorized the challenges, but their categorization is according to three tiers: Tier I (Big Data mining platforms), Tier II (Semantics and application knowledge), and Tier III (Big Data mining algorithms). In contrast, the categorization in this paper is according to the V dimensions. Whereas Wu et al. considered data mining, this study deals with machine learning. Moreover, the present study relates Big Data solutions to the challenges that they address.

To understand the origin of machine learning challenges, the present work categorizes them using the Big Data definition. In addition, various machine learning approaches are reviewed, and how each approach is capable of addressing known challenges is discussed. This enables researchers to make better informed decision regarding which learning paradigm or solution to use based on the specific Big Data scenario. It also makes it possible to identify research gaps and opportunities in the domain of machine learning with Big Data. Consequently, this work serves as a comprehensive foundation and facilitator for future research.

III. MACHINE LEARNING CHALLENGES ORIGINATING FROM BIG DATA DEFINITION

Big Data are often described by its dimensions, which are referred to as its Vs. Earlier definitions of Big Data focused on three Vs [24] (volume, velocity, and variety); however, a more commonly accepted definition now relies upon the following four Vs [25]: volume, velocity, variety, and veracity. It is important to note that other Vs can also be found in the literature. For example, value is often added as a 5th V [22], [26]. However, value is defined as the desired outcome of Big Data processing [27] and not as defining characteristics of Big Data itself. For this reason, this paper considers only the four dimensions that characterize Big Data [28]. This provides an opportunity to relate challenges directly to the defining characteristics of Big Data, rendering the origin and cause of each explicitly. This section identifies machine learning challenges and associates each challenge with a specific dimension of Big Data. Fig. 1 illustrates the dimensions of Big Data along with their associated challenges as further discussed in the following sub-sections.

![Fig. 1. Big Data characteristics with associated challenges](image)

A. Volume

The first and the most talked about characteristic of Big Data is volume: it is the amount, size, and scale of the data. In the machine learning context, size can be defined either vertically by the number of records or samples in a dataset or horizontally by the number of features or attributes it contains. Furthermore, volume is relative to the type of data: a smaller number of very complex data points may be considered equivalent to a larger quantity of simple data [19].
perhaps the easiest dimension of Big Data to define, but at the same time, it is the cause of numerous challenges. The following sub-sections discuss machine learning challenges caused by volume.

1) Processing Performance

One of the main challenges encountered in computations with Big Data comes from the simple principle that scale, or volume, adds computational complexity. Consequently, as the scale becomes large, even trivial operations can become costly. For example, the standard support vector machine (SVM) algorithm has a training time complexity of $O(m^3)$ and a space complexity of $O(n^2)$, where $m$ is the number of training samples. Therefore, an increase in the size $m$ will drastically affect the time and memory needed to train the SVM algorithm and may even become computationally infeasible on very large datasets. Many other ML algorithms also exhibit high time complexity: for example, the time complexity of principal component analysis is $O(mn^2 + n^3)$, that of logistic regression $O(mn^2 + n^3)$, that of locally weighted linear regression $O(mn^2 + n^3)$, and that of Gaussian discriminative analysis $O(mn^2 + n^3)$ [30], where $m$ is the number of samples and $n$ the number of features. Hence, for all these algorithms, the time needed to perform the computations will increase exponentially with increasing data size and may even render the algorithms unusable for very large datasets.

Moreover, as data size increases, the performance of algorithms becomes more dependent upon the architecture used to store and move data. Parallel data structures, data partitioning and placement, and data reuse become more important with growth in data size [31]. Resilient distributed datasets (RDDs) [31] are an example of a new abstraction for in-memory computations on large clusters; RDDs are implemented in the Spark cluster computing framework [32]. Therefore, not only does data size affect performance, but it also leads to the need to re-think the typical architecture used to implement and develop algorithms.

2) Curse of Modularity

Many learning algorithms rely on the assumption that the data being processed can be held entirely in memory or in a single file on a disk [33]. Multiple classes of algorithms are designed on strategies and building blocks that depend on the validity of this assumption. However, when data size leads to the failure of this premise, entire families of algorithms are affected. This challenge is referred to as the curse of modularity [15].

One of the approaches brought forward as a solution for this curse is MapReduce, a scalable programming paradigm for processing large datasets by means of parallel execution on a large number of nodes. Some machine learning algorithms are inherently parallel and can be adapted to the MapReduce paradigm, whereas others are difficult to decompose in a way that can take advantage of large numbers of computing nodes. Grolinger et al. [11] have discussed challenges for MapReduce in Big Data. The three main categories of algorithms that encounter the curse of modularity when attempting to use the MapReduce paradigm include iterative graph, gradient descent, and expectation maximization algorithms. Their iterative nature together with their dependence on in-memory data create a disconnect with the parallel and distributed nature of MapReduce. This leads to difficulties in adapting these families of algorithms to MapReduce or to another distributed computation paradigm.

Consequently, although some algorithms such as k-means can be adapted to overcome the curse of modularity through parallelization and distributed computing, others are still bounded or even unusable with certain paradigms.

3) Class Imbalance

As datasets grow larger, the assumption that the data are uniformly distributed across all classes is often broken [34]. This leads to a challenge referred to as class imbalance: the performance of a machine learning algorithm can be negatively affected when datasets contain data from classes with various probabilities of occurrence. This problem is especially prominent when some classes are represented by a large number of samples and some by very few.

Class imbalance is not exclusive to Big Data and has been the subject of research for more than a decade [35]. Experiments performed by Japkowicz and Stephen [35] have shown that the severity of the imbalance problem depends on task complexity, the degree of class imbalance, and the overall size of the training set. They suggest that in large datasets, there is a good chance that classes are represented by a reasonable number of samples; however, to confirm this observation, evaluations of real-world Big Data sets are needed. On the other hand, the complexity of Big Data tasks is expected to be high, which could result in severe impacts from class imbalance.

It is to expect that this challenge would be more common, severe, and complex in the Big Data context because the extent of imbalance has immense potential to grow due to increased data size. The same authors, Japkowicz and Stephen [35], showed that decision trees, neural networks, and support vector machine algorithms are all very sensitive to class imbalance. Therefore, their unaltered execution in the Big Data context without addressing class imbalance may produce inadequate results. Similarly, Baughman et al. [36] considered extreme class imbalance in gamification and demonstrated its negative effects on Watson machine learning.

Consequently, in the Big Data context, due to data size, the probability that class imbalance will occur is high. In addition, because of the complex problems embedded in such data, the potential effects of class imbalance on machine learning are severe.

4) Curse of Dimensionality

Another issue associated with the volume of Big Data is the curse of dimensionality [37] which refers to difficulties encountered when working in high dimensional space. Specifically, the dimensionality describes the number of features or attributes present in the dataset. The Hughes effect
[38] states that for a training set of static size, the predictive ability and effectiveness of an algorithm decreases as the dimensionality increases. Therefore, as the number of features increases, the performance and accuracy of machine learning algorithms degrades. This can be explained by the breakdown of the similarity-based reasoning upon which many machine learning algorithms rely [37]. Unfortunately, the greater the amount of data available to describe a phenomenon, the greater becomes the potential for high dimensionality because there are more prospective features. Consequently, as the volume of Big Data increases, so does the likelihood of high dimensionality.

In addition, dimensionality affects processing performance: the time and space complexity of ML algorithms is closely related to data dimensionality [30]. The time complexity of many ML algorithms is polynomial in the number of dimensions. As already mentioned, the time complexity of the principal component analysis is $O(mn^2+n^3)$ and that of logistic regression $O(mn^2+n^3)$, where $m$ is the number of samples and $n$ is the number of dimensions.

5) Feature Engineering

High dimensionality is closely related to another volume challenge: feature engineering. It is the process of creating features, typically using domain knowledge, to make machine learning perform better. Indeed, the selection of the most appropriate features is one of the most time consuming pre-processing tasks in machine learning [14]. As the dataset grows, both vertically and horizontally, it becomes more difficult to create new, highly relevant features. Consequently, in a manner similar to dimensionality, as the size of the dataset increases, so do the difficulties associated with feature engineering.

Feature engineering is related to feature selection: whereas feature engineering creates new features in an effort to improve learning outcomes, feature selection (dimensionality reduction) aims to select the most relevant features. Although feature selection reduces dimensionality and hence has the potential to reduce ML time, in high dimensions it is challenging due to spurious correlations and incidental endogeneity (correlation of an explanatory variable with the error term) [39].

Overall, both feature selection and engineering are still very relevant in the Big Data context, but, at the same time they become more complex.

6) Non-Linearity

Data size poses challenges to the application of common methodologies used to evaluate dataset characteristics and algorithm performance. Indeed, the validity of many metrics and techniques relies upon a set of assumptions, including the very common assumption of linearity [40]. For example, the correlation coefficient is often cited as a good indicator of the strength of the relationship between two or more variables. However, the value of the coefficient is only fully meaningful if a linear relationship exists between these variables. An experiment conducted by Kiang [41] showed that the performance of neural networks and logistic regression is very negatively affected by non-linearity. Although this problem is not exclusive to Big Data, non-linearity can be expected to be more prominent in large datasets.

The challenge of non-linearity in Big Data also stems from the difficulties associated with evaluating linearity. Linearity is often evaluated using graphical techniques such as scatterplots; however, in the case of Big Data, the large number of points often creates a large cloud, making it difficult to observe relationships [40] and assess linearity.

Therefore, both the difficulty of assessing linearity and the presence of non-linearity pose challenges to the execution of machine learning algorithms in the context of Big Data.

7) Bonferroni’s Principle

Bonferroni’s principle [42] embodies the idea that if one is looking for a specific type of event within a certain amount of data, the likelihood of finding this event is high. However, more often than not, these occurrences are bogus, meaning that they have no cause and are therefore meaningless instances within a dataset. This statistical challenge is also often described as spurious correlation [19]. In statistics, the Bonferroni correction theorem provides a means of avoiding those bogus positive searches within a dataset. It suggests that if testing $m$ hypotheses with a desired significance of $\alpha$, each individual hypothesis should be tested at a significance level of $\alpha/m$ [43].

However, the incidences of such phenomena increase with data size, and as data become exponentially bigger, the chances of finding an event of interest, legitimate or not, is bound to increase. Recently, Calude and Longo [44] have discussed the impact and incidence of spurious correlations in Big Data. They have shown that given a large enough volume, most correlations tend to be spurious. Therefore, including a means of preventing those false positives is important to consider in the context of machine learning with Big Data.

8) Variance and Bias

Machine learning relies upon the idea of generalization; through observations and manipulations of data, representations can be generalized to enable analysis and prediction. Generalization error can be broken down into two components: variance and bias [45]: Fig. 2 illustrates the relationship between them. Variance describes the consistency of a learner’s ability to predict random things, whereas bias describes the ability of a learner to learn the wrong thing [37]. Ideally, both the variance and the bias error should be minimized to obtain an accurate output. However, as the volume of data increases, the learner may become too closely biased to the training set and may be unable to generalize adequately for new data. Therefore, when dealing with Big Data, caution should be taken as bias can be introduced, compromising the ability to generalize.
Regularization refers to techniques that aim to improve generalization and reduce overfitting; examples of regularization techniques include early stopping, Lasso, and Ridge [46]. Although these techniques improve generalization, they also introduce additional parameters that must be tuned to achieve good fit to unseen data. This is often done using approaches such as cross-validation, possibly with grid search; however, those require additional processing time, especially in the case of large datasets. Regularization techniques are well established in machine learning, but further investigation is needed with respect to their efficiency with Big Data.

B. Variety

The variety of Big Data describes not only the structural variation of a dataset and of the data types that it contains, but also the variety in what it represents, its semantic interpretation [7] and its sources. Although not as many as for other V dimensions, the challenges associated with this dimension have substantial impact.

1) Data Locality

The first challenge associated with variety is data locality [42]. Machine learning algorithms once again assume that the entire dataset is found in memory or in a single disk file [15]. However, in the case of Big Data, this may not be possible due to sheer size; not only do the data not fit into memory, but they are commonly distributed over large numbers of files residing in different physical locations. Traditional machine learning would first require data transfer to the computing location. With large datasets, transfer would result in processing latency and could cause massive network traffic.

Consequently, an approach of bringing computation to data as opposed to bringing data to computation has emerged. This is based on the premise that moving computation is cheaper, in terms of time and bandwidth, than moving data. This approach is especially prominent with Big Data. The MapReduce paradigm also uses it: map tasks are executed on the nodes where data reside, with each map task processing its local data. Moreover, a large number of NoSQL data stores adapt this model; as distributed storage solutions, they store data over a large number of nodes and then use the MapReduce paradigm to bring computation to data [47]. However, as already mentioned, MapReduce-based approaches encounter difficulties when working with highly iterative algorithms.

With small datasets, physical location is a non-issue; however, with Big Data, data locality is a paramount challenge that must be addressed in any successful Big Data system.

2) Data Heterogeneity

Big Data analytics often involve integrating diverse data from several sources. These data may be diverse in terms of data type, format, data model, and semantics. Two main heterogeneity categories can be recognized: syntactic and semantic heterogeneity.

Syntactic heterogeneity refers to diversity in data types, file formats, data encoding, data model, and similar. To carry out analytics with integrated datasets, these syntactic variations must be reconciled [7]. Machine learning often requires a data pre-processing and cleaning step to configure data to fit within a specific model. However, with data coming from different sources, these data are likely formatted differently. Furthermore, the data to be processed may be of completely different types; for example, images may need to be processed along with categorical and numerical data. This causes difficulties for machine learning algorithms because they are not designed to recognize various types of representations at one time and to create efficient unified generalizations.

Semantic heterogeneity refers to differences in meanings and interpretations. As with syntactic, semantic heterogeneity increases in the case of Big Data when a number of datasets developed by different parties are integrated [48]. Again, machine learning approaches were not developed to handle semantically diverse data, and therefore heterogeneity must be resolved before applying such approaches.

In statistics, heterogeneity also refers to differences in statistical properties among the different parts of an overall dataset. Although present in small datasets, this challenge is enlarged in Big Data because datasets typically involve parts coming from different sources. This statistical heterogeneity breaks the common machine learning assumption that statistical properties are similar across a complete dataset.

Both syntactic and semantic heterogeneity as well as statistical heterogeneity have been active research topics for a long time, but with the emergence of Big Data, they have attracted renewed attention [48]. The business value of data analytics typically involves correlating diverse datasets, and integration is crucial for carrying out machine learning over such datasets.

3) Dirty and Noisy Data

According to Ratner [40], data possess their own set of distinct features that can be used for characterization:

• **Condition** defines the readiness of the data for analysis.
• **Location** refers to where the data physically reside.
• **Population** describes the entities and their sets of common attributes that together form the dataset.

Big Data are typically described as ill-conditioned due to the amount of time and resources necessary to get them ready...
for analysis. They also come from various locations and unknown populations. The combination of these properties leads to Big Data often being described as dirty.

Fan et al. [39] referred to such data as noisy data; they contain various types of measurement errors, outliers, and missing values. They discussed noise accumulation, which is especially severe with the high dimensionality typical in Big Data. It is important to note that Fan et al. considered noisy data one of the three main challenges of Big Data analysis.

Swan [49] suggested that data analysis should include a step to extract signal from noise directly following the steps of data collection and integration. She also recognized that Big Data may be too noisy to produce meaningful results.

The studies described above demonstrate the importance of dealing with noise in the context of generic Big Data analysis. Likewise, noise needs to be considered in machine learning with Big Data.

C. Velocity

The velocity dimension of Big Data refers not only to the speed at which data are generated, but also the rate at which they must be analyzed. With the omnipresence of smartphones and real-time sensors and the impending need to interact quickly with our environment through the development of technologies such as smart homes, the velocity of Big Data has become an important factor to consider.

1) Data Availability

Historically, many machine learning approaches have depended on data availability, meaning that before learning began, the entire dataset was assumed to be present. However, in the context of streaming data, where new data are constantly arriving, such a requirement cannot be fulfilled. Moreover, even data arriving at non-real-time intervals may pose a challenge.

In machine learning, a model typically learns from the training set and then performs the learned task, for example classification or prediction, on new data. In this scenario, the model does not automatically learn from newly arriving data, but instead carries out the already learned task on new data. To accommodate the knowledge embedded in new data, these models must be retrained. Without retraining, they may become outdated and cease to reflect the current state of the system.

Therefore, to adapt to new information, algorithms must support incremental learning [50], sometimes referred to as sequential learning, which is defined as an algorithm’s ability to adapt its learning based on the arrival of new data without the need to retrain on the complete dataset. This approach does not assume that the entire training set is available before learning begins, but processes new data as they arrive. Although incremental learning is a relatively old concept, it is still an active research area due to the difficulty of adapting some algorithms to continuously arriving data [51].

2) Real-Time Processing/Streaming

Similar to the already discussed data availability challenge, traditional machine learning approaches are not designed to handle constant streams of data [19], which leads to another velocity dimension challenge - the need for real-time processing. This is subtly different from the data availability challenge: whereas data availability refers to the need to update the ML model as new data arrive, real-time processing refers to the need for real-time or near-real-time processing of fast-arriving data. The business value of real-time processing systems lies in their ability to provide instantaneous reaction; developers of algorithmic trading, fraud detection, and surveillance systems have been especially interested in such solutions [11].

The importance of real-time processing in today’s era of sensors, mobile devices, and IoT has resulted in the emergence of a number of streaming systems; examples include Twitter’s Storm [52] and Yahoo’s S4 [53]. Although those systems have seen great success in real-time processing, they do not include ML libraries, but users can add ML features using external languages or tools.

The need exists to merge these streaming solutions with machine learning algorithms to provide instantaneous results; however, the complexity of such algorithms and the sparse availability of online learning solutions make this a difficult task.

3) Concept Drift

Big Data are non-stationary; new data are arriving continuously. Consequently, acquiring the entire dataset before processing it is not possible, meaning that it cannot be determined whether the current data follow the same distribution as future data. This leads to another interesting challenge in machine learning with Big Data: concept drift [15]. Concept drift can be formally defined as changes in the conditional distribution of the target output given the input, while the distribution of the input itself may remain unchanged [54]. Specifically, this leads to a problem that occurs when machine learning models are built using older data that no longer accurately reflect the distribution of new data [55]. For example, energy consumption and demand prediction models can be built using data from electricity meters [56], but when buildings are retrofitted to improve their energy efficiency, the present model does not accurately represent the new energy characteristics. Sliding window is a possible way of dealing with concept drift: the model is built using only the samples from the training window which is moved to include only the most recent samples. Windowing approach assumes that the most recent data is more relevant which may not always be true [54].

There exist various types of concept drift: incremental, gradual, sudden, and recurring [57], each bringing its own set of issues. However, the challenges typically lie in quickly detecting when concept drift is occurring and effectively handling the model transition during these changes. Like several already mentioned concepts, concept drift is not a new issue; mentions of it date back to 1986 [54]. However, the advent and nature of Big Data have increased frequency of its occurrence and have rendered some previous methodologies
unsustainable. For example, Lavaire et al. [58] conducted an experiment on the influence of high-dimensional Big Data on existing concept drift mitigation techniques. Their conclusions were that algorithm performance was highly degraded by the changes in the data. Therefore, finding new means to handle concept drift in the context of Big Data is an important task for the future of machine learning.

4) Independent and Identically Distributed Random Variables

Another common assumption in machine learning is that random variables are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) [59]; it simplifies underlying methods and improves convergence. In other words, i.i.d. assumes that each random variable has the same probability distribution as the others and that all are mutually independent. In reality, this may or may not be true. Moreover, some algorithms also depend on other distributions; for example, the Markov sequence assumes that probability distribution of the next state depends only on the current state [60].

Nonetheless, Big Data by their very nature may prevent reliance on i.i.d. assumption based on the following [15]:

- i.i.d. requires data to be in random order while many datasets have a pre-existing non-random order. A typical solution would be to randomize the data before applying the algorithms. However, when dealing with Big Data, this becomes a challenge of its own and is often impractical.
- By their very nature, Big Data are fast and continuous. It is therefore not realistic to randomize a dataset that is still incomplete, nor is it possible to wait for all the data to arrive.

Dundar et al. [61] have shown that many typical machine learning algorithms such as back-propagation neural networks and support vector machines depend upon this assumption and could benefit greatly from a way of accounting for it. The high likelihood of a broken i.i.d. assumption with Big Data makes this challenge an important one to address.

D. Veracity

The veracity of Big Data refers not only to the reliability of the data forming a dataset, but also, as IBM has described, to the inherent unreliability of data sources [19]. The provenance and quality of Big Data together define the veracity component [62], but also pose a number of challenges as discussed in the following sub-sections.

1) Data Provenance

Data provenance is the process of tracing and recording the origin of data and their movements between locations [63]. Recorded information, the provenance data, can be used to identify the source of processing error since it identifies all steps, transactions, and processes undergone by invalid data, thus providing contextual information to machine learning. It is therefore important to capture and retain this metadata [7].

However, as pointed out by Wang et al. [62], in the context of Big Data, the provenance dataset itself becomes too large, therefore, while these data provide excellent context to machine learning, the volume of these metadata creates its own set of challenges. Moreover, not only is this dataset too large, but the computational cost of carrying this overhead becomes overwhelming [62]. Although, certain methods have been brought forward to capture data provenance for specific data processing paradigms, such as the Reduce and Map Provenance (RAMP) developed for MapReduce as an extension for Hadoop [64], the added burden of provenance generally adds to the already high complexity and computational cost of machine learning with Big Data. Consequently, as provenance data provide a way to establish the veracity of Big Data, means of balancing its computational overhead and cost with the veracity value are needed.

2) Data Uncertainty

Data are now being gathered about various aspects of our lives in different ways; however, the means and methods used to gather data can introduce uncertainty and therefore impact the veracity of a dataset.

For example, sentiment data are being collected through social media [65], but although these data are highly important because they contain precious insights into subjective information, the data themselves are imprecise. The certainty and accuracy of this type of data is not objective because it relies only upon human judgment [20]. The lack of objectivity, or of absolute truth, within the data makes it difficult for a machine learning algorithm to learn from it.

Another recent method of capturing data is crowdsourcing; it solicits services or ideas from a large group of people. The data obtained from crowdsourcing, more particularly those gathered through participatory sensing, contain an even higher degree of uncertainty than sentiment data [7].

Moreover, inherent uncertainties exist in various types of data, such as weather or economic data for example, and even the most sophisticated data pre-processing methods cannot expunge this intrinsic unpredictability [66]. Once again, machine learning algorithms are not designed to handle this kind of imprecise data, thus resulting in another set of unique challenges for machine learning with Big Data.

3) Dirty and Noisy Data

Furthermore, in addition to being imprecise, data can also be noisy [67]. For example, the labels or contextual information associated with the data may be inaccurate, or readings could be spurious. From the machine learning perspective this is different from imprecise data; having an unclear picture is different from having the wrong picture, although it may yield similar results. Noise and dirtiness come from various sources and are related to variety; many of the causes related to variety have been discussed in Section III.B. However, the noise challenge associated with crowdsourcing has yet to be discussed.

Crowdsourcing leads to uncertainty, especially when used for participatory sensing, but it can also lead to noisy data because it makes use of human judgment to assign labels to data. Moreover, the incorrect label can be either purposely or
accidently assigned. The number of incorrect or noisy labels not only influences data veracity, but can also affect the performance of machine learning by potentially providing them with improperly labelled data.

Dirty and noisy data are not unique to Big Data, but the means by which they can be handled may not be easily adaptable to large datasets.

IV. APPROACHES

In response to the presented challenges, various approaches have been developed. Although designing entirely new algorithms would appear to be a possible solution [68], researchers have mostly preferred other methods. Many approaches have been suggested and surveys have been published on specific categories of solutions; examples include surveys on platforms for Big Data analytics [20], [21] and review of data mining with Big Data [23]. This paper reviews and organizes various proposed machine learning approaches and discusses how they address the identified challenges. The big picture of approach-challenge correlations is presented in Table 1; it includes a list of approaches along with the challenges that each best addresses. Symbol ‘✓’ indicate high degree of remedy while ‘*’ represents partial resolution.

As it can be seen from the table, there are two main categories of solutions. The first category relies on data, processing, and algorithm manipulations to handle Big Data. The second category involves the creation and adaptation of different machine learning paradigms and the modification of existing algorithms for these paradigms.

In addition to these two categories, it is important to note several machine learning as a service offerings: Microsoft Azure Machine Learning, now part of Cortana Intelligence Suite [69]; Google Cloud Machine Learning Platform [70]; Amazon Machine Learning [71]; and IBM Watson Analytics [72]. Because these services are backed up by powerful cloud providers, they offer not only scalability but also integration with other cloud platform services. However, at the moment,
they support a limited number of algorithms compared to the R language [73], MATLAB [74], or Weka [75]. Moreover, computation happens on cloud resources, which requires data transfer to remote nodes. With Big Data, this results in high network traffic and may even become infeasible due to time or bandwidth requirements. Because these ML services are proprietary, information about their underlying technologies is very limited; therefore, this paper does not discuss them further.

The following sub-sections introduce techniques and methodologies being developed and used to handle the challenges associated with machine learning with Big Data. First, manipulation techniques used in conjunction with existing algorithms are presented. Second, various machine learning paradigms that are especially well suited to handle Big Data challenges are discussed.

A. Manipulations for Big Data

Data analytics using machine learning relies on an established suite of events, also known as the data analytics pipeline. The approaches presented in this section discuss possible manipulations in various steps of the existing pipeline. The purpose of these modifications is to respond to the challenges of machine learning with Big Data. Fig. 3 shows a representation of the pipeline based on the work of Labrinidis and Jagadish [76], along with the three types of manipulations to be discussed in this section: data manipulations, processing manipulations, and algorithm manipulations. These three categories, along with their corresponding sub-categories and sample solutions, are presented in Fig. 4. The examples included are only representatives and in no way provide a comprehensive list of solutions.

Fig. 3. Data Analytics Pipeline

Fig. 4. Manipulations for Big Data

1) Data Manipulations

One of the first manipulations to be attempted in an effort to adapt Big Data for machine learning is to try to modify the data in order to mimic non-Big Data. This modification takes place in the data pre-processing stage of the pipeline, as illustrated in Fig. 3.
Two of the most important data-related aspects affecting machine learning performance are high dimensionality (wide datasets) and large number of samples (high datasets). Therefore, two intuitive data manipulations for learning with Big Data are dimensionality reduction and instance selection as shown in Fig. 4. The term data reduction sometimes refers to both these manipulations, but occasionally specifically denotes instance selection. Additionally, data clearing is another important aspect of data manipulations.

Dimensionality reduction aims to map high dimensionality space onto lower-dimensionality one without significant loss of information. A variety of means exists to reduce dimensions in the context of Big Data. One popular, but very old technique (it originates from 1901) is principal component analysis (PCA). PCA belongs to the family of linear mapping techniques: orthogonal transformations are applied to transform a set of possibly correlated variables into a set of linearly uncorrelated variables, called principal components. The first principal component accounts for the largest proportion of the variability in the data, the second one has the next highest variance and is orthogonal to the first, and so on. Thus, choosing only the first \( p \) principal components can reduce dimensionality.

Examples of non-linear dimensionality reduction techniques, sometimes referred to as manifold learning, include kernel PCA, Laplacian Eigenmaps, Isomap, locally linear embedding (LLE), and Hessian LLE [77]. Random projection is another well-developed dimensionality reduction technique [78]. The idea behind it is to make use of random unit matrices to project the original dataset onto a lower-dimensional space. This technique has been used for a variety of data types such as text and images. However, it is limited to locally available static data. Therefore, although interesting, random projection addresses only the issues related with high dimensionality and is unable to mitigate other challenges such as data locality and availability.

Autoencoders have also been used to reduce dimensions; they learn an encoding of a dataset [14]. Their architecture is similar to a multi-layer perceptron (MLP): one input, one output, and one or more hidden layers. The difference from the MLP is that an autoencoder always has the same number of input and output nodes. Whereas the MLP learns the mapping between the input and target variables, an autoencoder learns to reconstruct its inputs. The hidden layers are responsible for encoding, they map the input feature space \( X \) to a lower-dimension space \( F \), creating a compressed representation of \( X \). The output layer on the other hand, serves as the decoder and reconstructs the input \( X \) from the compressed representation \( F \).

Dimensionality reduction primarily addresses the curse of dimensionality and the processing performance challenges. Instance selection refers to techniques for selecting a data subset that resembles and represents the whole dataset. Whereas dimensionality reduction deals with wide datasets, data reduction, more specifically instance selection, aims to reduce a dataset’s height. The subset is consequently used to make inferences about the whole dataset. Instance selection approaches are diverse and include random selection, genetic algorithm-based selection, progressive sampling, using domain knowledge, and cluster sampling [79].

Although instance selection reduces dataset size thus improves processing performance and eases the curse of modularity, a number of questions arise:

- How big should the sample be? The sample size should balance accuracy and computing time.
- What sampling approach should be used? The choice of approach has a major impact on how well the subset represents the whole.
- How good will the model be? Instance selection introduces sampling error due to the differences between the sample and the whole dataset.

These issues, although well researched in learning with small datasets, are enlarged in the Big Data context because data size makes it more difficult to evaluate different properties or models.

Moreover, as already mentioned, in the Big Data context, challenges of class imbalance, noise, variance, and bias are more common and more difficult. In turn, this makes it more challenging to select a subset that will adequately represent the whole set. For example, with a large class imbalance, the selection approach must ensure that instances from all classes are selected. On the other hand, an appropriate instance selection can remedy class imbalance.

Data cleaning is another type of data manipulations; it refers to pre-processing such as noise and outlier removal. This, it tackles the challenges of dirty and noisy data. In this area, there is no significant development with respect to Big Data. Noise removal has been an especially active research topic in the audio, image, and video domains. Example techniques include smoothing filters and wavelet transforms [80]. However, such pre-processing is not practical for real-time processing or when the data distribution may change over time. Autoencoders, in addition to dimensionality reduction, can perform denoising when they recover a signal from partially corrupted input data. Therefore, the challenges of noisy and dirty data can also be addressed by this method.

2) Processing Manipulations

To improve machine learning performance with Big Data, processing manipulations focus on modifying how data are processed and stored. Here, the term storage refers not only to physical storage on a permanent medium, but also to how data are represented in memory. As illustrated in Fig. 3, processing manipulations can happen during three phases of the data analytics pipeline: data transformation, data storage, and data analysis.

In these stages, independent of the category of manipulations, processes can be embedded to capture data provenance and therefore remedy provenance challenge; an example is the Reduce and Map Provenance (RAMP) developed for MapReduce as an extension for Hadoop [64]. However, such process carries a significant computational overhead.

The main stream of solutions from this category includes
those based on parallelization. Processing techniques can take advantage of the inherent parallel nature of certain algorithms. Many learning algorithms, such as brute-force search and genetic algorithms, are trivially parallel, and therefore parallelization can provide massive performance improvements. Consequently, researchers have developed techniques and tools to parallelize machine learning. Two categories of parallel systems can be distinguished: vertical and horizontal scaling paradigms.

The vertical scaling (scaling up) paradigm includes multicore CPUs, supercomputers (blades), hardware acceleration including graphic processing units (GPUs) and field-programmable gate arrays (FPGAs). In the Big Data context, it is often discarded because it is limited to resources available on a single node; however, for machine learning, it is important to highlight the GPU approach. GPUs are specially designed for manipulating images for output displays. The large number of cores (in thousands) compared to CPUs and the development of GPU interfaces such as Nvidia’s CUDA have resulted in increased use of GPUs for general purpose processing. Because GPUs were originally designed for graphic display, image processing, matrix operations, and vector operations are especially suited for such systems. However, other ML algorithms can also be implemented on a GPU if they can be parallelized to a sufficiently high degree. Today, a large number of GPU accelerated ML algorithms are available [81]. Although it provides excellent performance through highly parallel processing, the size of data that GPU machine learning can process is limited by memory because typically processing happens on a single node.

FPGAs have been rarely mentioned in the context of Big Data. They are hardware components especially built for a specific purpose or application. Although this limits their applicability to Big Data, it is important to note the excellent FPGA performance achieved when scanning large amounts of network data [82].

The horizontal scaling (scaling out) paradigm refers to distributed systems where processing is dispersed over networked nodes. As with vertical scaling, processing is parallelized, but it also involves distributed nodes and hence network communication. Due to its capability to scale over large numbers of commodity nodes, distributed systems have been the focus of Big Data research.

This paradigm has been developed in two streams: batch- and stream-oriented systems.

Batch-oriented systems process a large amount of data at once, have access to most of the data, and typically are more concerned with throughput than with latency. MapReduce-based solutions such as Hadoop [83] and NIMBLE [84] belong to this category. Because MapReduce encounters difficulties when dealing with iterative algorithms, new solutions have been proposed: HaLoop [85] and Twister [86] extend Hadoop to provide better support for iterative processing. MapReduce-based solutions address the curse of modularity as they typically do not require the complete dataset to be held in memory. Moreover, data locality is also resolved as those solutions support work with data residing on different physical location. Such solutions facilitate work with high dimensional data, but they do not resolve the breakdown of the similarity-based reasoning, thus they provide partial resolution for the curse of dimensionality.

Similarly, to support this type of processing more effectively, to handle highly interconnected data, and accommodate graph algorithms, graph-based solutions have emerged. Pregel [87], the algorithm behind Google’s PageRank, and Giraph[88], used by Facebook to analyze social connections, are examples from this category. They are based on the bulk synchronous parallel paradigm, and they retain states in memory, which facilitates iterative processing. Solutions from this category deal with the challenge of processing performance.

Stream-oriented systems operate on one data element or a small set of recent data in real-time or near real-time. Typically, computations performed in such a system are not as complex as those performed by batch systems. Examples from this category are Apache Storm [52], Yahoo’s S4 [53], and Spark Streaming [32]. Although inspired by MapReduce, these platforms present a significant departure from Hadoop MapReduce; they have moved from in-memory data dependence to streams. Both Storm and S4 express computations using a graph topology, and their runtime engines handle parallelization, message passing, and fault tolerance. In contrast to Storm and S4, which perform one-by-one processing, Spark Streaming divides data into micro-batches and carries out computation on the micro-batches.

Stream-oriented systems enable mitigation of processing performance and real-time processing issues. They also mitigate the curse of modularity as they do not require the dataset to fit into memory and remedy the data availability challenge as they work with continuously arriving data. However, streaming systems are only suitable for very simple machine learning. Gorawski et al. [89] and Cugola and Margara [90] surveyed data stream processing tools and complex event processing. While they do not mention machine learning specifically, their discussion on the ability of each tool or approach to meet specific requirements provides insights about proper tool and approach selection.

Research in ML with Big Data has focussed mainly on the horizontal scaling paradigm: MapReduce-based solutions, graph-based solutions, and streaming. As discussed earlier, each category addresses specific problems and encounters difficulties with others. All solutions from the processing manipulation category primarily focus on improving performance (throughput or latency) and do not remedy a number of other challenges as illustrated in Table 1. The combination of processing manipulations with algorithms and new learning paradigms provides research opportunities to undertake the remaining Big Data challenges.

3) Algorithm Manipulations

Algorithm manipulations include approaches that modify existing algorithms, with or without applying new paradigms. Since the very beginning of machine learning, researchers have been trying to improve existing algorithms and to reduce
their time and/or space complexity. With Big Data, these efforts have intensified because it has become more important to handle large datasets.

As illustrated in Fig. 4, this study distinguishes two categories: *algorithm modifications* and *algorithm modifications with new paradigms* (approaches that involve modifying existing algorithms, applying process manipulations, and/or new paradigms).

**Algorithm modifications** have focused on modifying algorithms to improve their performance. For example, the following approaches have been developed for specific machine learning algorithms to address volume challenges:

- **Pegasos** [91] provides an optimized version of the support vector machine (SVM) algorithm for large-scale text processing. Its runtime does not depend directly on training set size, and hence Pegasos is especially suitable for large datasets.
- **Regularization paths** [92] for linear models support linear regression, two-class logistic regression, and multinomial regression problems. This approach enables processing of large datasets and efficiently handles sparse features.

Solutions from this category deal with processing performance and real-time processing. As they are typically distributed computing solutions, they also address the data locality challenge. Moreover, the curses of dimensionality and modularity are partially remedied as those solutions support work with high dimensional data and may provide smaller memory footprint.

**Algorithm modifications with new paradigms** category involves modifying ML algorithms to work better with new process manipulations and/or new paradigms. An example from this category would be to modify an algorithm through parallelization and to adapt the algorithm for a new parallel processing paradigm such as MapReduce. Chu *et al.* [30] adapted several algorithms to multicore MapReduce, including naïve Bayes, Gaussian discriminative analysis, *k*-means, neural networks, support vector machines, and others. As Chu *et al.* [30] have shown, by using an approach such as MapReduce, some algorithms can be modified to improve performance. However, other algorithms, especially iterative ones, cannot be easily parallelized, and consequently, due to the curse of modularity, whole families of algorithms may not be usable for this paradigm [11].

**ML platforms** are another type of solutions from this category; they combine algorithm adaptation with new paradigms. Solutions from this category started with disk-based systems such as Apache Mahout [93] with underlying Hadoop. Because disk access is slow, ML platforms evolved to memory-based solutions: examples include Apache Spark [32] and 0xdata H2O [94]. Spark is a distributed computing framework based on distributed datasets and in-memory processing. In addition to the Spark Core, which provides a distributed computing foundation, Spark also includes libraries built on top of the core, including Spark SQL, Spark Streaming, MLlib (machine learning library), and GraphX. The MLlib library offers a large number of machine learning algorithms, but it is still limited compared to the R language or MATLAB.

0xdata H2O is another distributed machine learning platform. Like Spark, it is an in-memory distributed system and can therefore support massively scalable data analytics. Whereas Spark focuses on providing a platform for in-memory analytics, the emphasis of H2O is specifically on scalable machine learning. H2O can be installed on top of Spark (Sparkling Water) to combine H2O’s machine learning capabilities with the powerful Spark distributed platform. With the Mahout Samsara release, Mahout has also been transformed into a memory-based system.

Another example of a distributed machine learning platform is Petuum [95]. While Spark MLlib or H2O rely on general purpose distributed platforms (MLlib on Spark and H2O on Spark or Hadoop), Petuum is a complete platform developed specifically for machine learning. Vowpal Wabbit [96] is yet another interesting solution from this category; it uses an online learning approach. This means that data do not have to be pre-loaded into memory, and hence the memory footprint is not dependent on the number of samples.

Lastly Apache SAMOA [97] and Google’s TensorFlow [98] both provide machine learning libraries for distributed processing environments. Unlike SAMOA which abstracts the distributed streaming nature of the processing from the user, TensorFlow makes use of data flow graphs as a flexible architecture to enable users to deploy computations across devices. Although these solutions are quite promising, they each are bound to a subset of challenges: SAMOA is bound to stream processing and TensorFlow is designed for Deep Learning.

This work classifies ML platforms as an *algorithm modifications* solution; however, they also can be considered *processing modifications*, as illustrated by the dashed line in Fig. 4.

All algorithm modification solutions (with or without new paradigms) focus on providing the capability to process large datasets, improving performance, or providing real-time processing capabilities. They also remedy data locality as distributed computation can be performed with data residing on different physical locations. Algorithm modification with new paradigms, specifically ML platforms, mitigate the curse of modularity as they use memory of all nodes in the cluster and the course of dimensionality as they facilitate work with high dimensional data. However, they do not specifically address a number of other challenges as illustrated in Table 1. Although unable to provide a complete solution to all the challenges discovered, algorithm manipulations offer a means for researchers to deploy, modify, and adapt existing algorithms for Big Data in order to address some of the unaddressed concerns.

### B. Machine Learning Paradigms for Big Data

A variety of learning paradigms exists in the field of machine learning; however, not all types are relevant to all areas of research. For example, Deng and Li [99] presented a
number of paradigms that were applicable to speech recognition. Congruently, the work presented here includes machine learning paradigms relevant in the Big Data context, along with how they address the identified challenges.

1) Deep Learning

Deep learning is an approach from the representation learning family of machine learning. Representation learning is also often referred to as feature learning [100]. This type of algorithm gets its name from the fact that it uses data representations rather than explicit data features to perform tasks. It transforms data into abstract representations that enable the features to be learnt. In a deep learning architecture, these representations are subsequently used to accomplish the machine learning tasks. Henceforth, because the features are learned directly from the data, there is no need for feature engineering. In the context of Big Data, the ability to avoid feature engineering is regarded as a great advantage due to the challenges associated with this process.

Deep learning uses a hierarchical learning process similar to that of neural networks to extract data representations from data. It makes use of several hidden layers, and as the data pass through each layer, non-linear transformations are applied. These representations constitute high level complex abstractions of the data [14]. Each layer attempts to separate out the factors of variation within the data. Because the output of the last layer is simply a transformation of the original input, it can be used as an input to other machine learning algorithms as well. Deep learning algorithms can capture various levels of abstractions, thus this type of learning is an ideal solution to the problem of image classification and recognition. Fig. 5 provides an abstract view of the deep learning process [101]. Each layer learns a specific feature: edges, corners and contours, and object parts.

The deep learning architecture is versatile and can be built using a multitude of components: autoencoders and restricted Boltzmann machine are typical building blocks [14]. Autoencoders are unsupervised algorithms that can be used for many purposes such as anomaly detection, but in the context of Big Data, they typically serve as a precursor step with neural networks [102]. They work through backpropagation by attempting to set their target output as their input, thereby auto-encoding themselves. Boltzmann machines [103] are similar except that they use a stochastic rather than deterministic process. Deep belief networks [104] are another example of deep learning algorithms.

Furthermore, the reliance upon an abstract representation also makes these algorithms more flexible and adaptable to data variety. Because the data are abstracted, the diverse data types and sources do not have a strong influence on the algorithm results, making deep learning a great candidate for dealing with data heterogeneity.

Interestingly, deep learning can be used for both supervised and unsupervised learning [18]. This is possible due to the very nature of the technique; it excels at extracting global relationships and patterns from data because of its reliance upon creating high level abstractions. In the context of Big Data, this is a great advantage as it renders the algorithms less sensitive to veracity challenges such as dirty, noisy, and uncertain data [18]. Moreover, its multiple layers of non-linear transformations addresses the challenge associated with data non-linearity. Deep compression has been proposed as a way of speeding up processing without the loss of accuracy [105].

According to the described characteristics, deep learning seems to be well suited to address many of the previously identified challenges such as feature engineering, data heterogeneity, non-linearity, noisy and dirty data, and data uncertainty. However, those algorithms are not fundamentally built to learn incrementally [106] and are therefore susceptible to the data velocity issue. Although they are especially well adapted to handle large datasets with complex problems, they do not do so in a computationally efficient way. For high dimensional data [14] or large numbers of samples such algorithms may even become infeasible, making deep learning susceptible to the curse of dimensionality.

2) Online Learning

Because it responds well to large-scale processing by nature, online learning is another machine learning paradigm that has been explored to bridge efficiency gaps created by Big Data. Online learning can be seen as an alternative to batch learning, the paradigm typically used in conventional machine learning. As its name implies, batch learning processes data in batches and requires the entire dataset to be available when the model is created [42]. Furthermore, once generated, the model can no longer be modified. This makes it difficult to deal with the dimensions of Big Data for the following reasons:

- **Volume**: having to process a very large amount of data at one time is not computationally efficient or always feasible.
- **Variety**: the need to have the entire dataset available at the beginning of the processing limits the use of data from various sources.
- **Velocity**: the requirement to have access to the entire dataset at the time of processing does not enable real-time analysis or use of data from various sources.
Veracity: because the model cannot be altered, it is highly susceptible to performance impediments caused by poor data veracity.

Conversely, online learning uses data streams for training, and models can learn one instance at a time [18]. This “learn-as-you-go” paradigm alleviates the computational load and processing performance because the data do not have to be entirely held in memory. This enables processing of very large volumes of data, remedies the curse of modularity, facilitates real-time processing, and provides the ability to learn from non-i.i.d. data [18]. Moreover, as it does not require all data to be present at once or located at the same place, this paradigm remedies data availability and locality.

Furthermore, the descriptor “online” also reflects the fact that this paradigm continuously maintains its model; the model can be modified whenever the algorithm sees fit. Its adaptive nature makes it possible to handle a certain amount of dirty and noisy data, class imbalances, and concept drift. Indeed, Mirza et al. [107] proposed an ensemble of subset online sequential extreme learning machines to achieve a solution for concept drift detection and class imbalance, while Kanoun and van der Shaar [108] presented an online learning solution for remedying the challenge of concept drift.

It is apparent that the online learning architecture responds well to the challenges associated with Big Data velocity; its incremental learning nature alleviates challenges of data availability, real-time processing, i.i.d., and concept drift. For example, this paradigm could be used to handle stock data prediction due to the ever-changing and rapidly evolving nature of the stock market. However, the issues associated with dimensionality, feature engineering, and variety remain unresolved. Moreover, not all machine learning algorithms can be easily adapted to the online learning.

3) Local Learning

First proposed by Bottou and Vapnik in 1992 [109], local learning is a strategy that offers an alternative to typical global learning. Conventionally, ML algorithms make use of global learning through strategies such as generative learning [110]. This approach assumes that based upon the data’s underlying distribution, a model can be used to re-generate the input data. It basically attempts to summarize the entire dataset, whereas local learning is concerned only with subsets of interest. Therefore, local learning can be viewed as a semi-parametric approximation of a global model. The stronger but less restrictive assumptions of this hybrid parametric model yield low variance and bias [4].

Fig. 6 provides an abstract view of the local learning process. The idea behind it is to separate the input space into clusters and then build a separate model for each cluster. This reduces overall cost and complexity. Indeed, it is much more efficient to find a solution for \( k \) problems of size \( m/k \) than for a single problem of size \( m \). Consequently, such approach could enable processing of datasets that were considered too large for global paradigms. Another way of implementing local learning is to modify the learning algorithms so that only neighbouring samples influence the output variable.

A typical example where local learning would be beneficial is, for instance, predicting the energy consumption of several customers. Building a model for similar customers could be favourable to building one unique model for all customers or to building one model per customer.

Recently, Do and Poulet [111] developed a parallel ensemble learning algorithm of random local support vector machines that was able to perform much better than the typical SVM algorithm in addressing volume related issues, thereby demonstrating how local learning can help alleviate some of the issues associated with Big Data. Moreover, local learning has outperformed global learning in terms of accuracy and computation time in several forecasting studies [112], [113].

Dividing the problem into manageable data chunks reduces the size of data that need to be handled and potentially loaded into memory at once; therefore, this paradigm alleviates the curse of modularity. In addition, because of the locality of each cluster, models are not significantly affected by the challenges associated with class imbalances and data locality. Recent work has shown that local learning often yields better results than global learning when dealing with imbalanced datasets [4].

Therefore, the challenge of the curse of modularity, class imbalance, variance and bias, and data locality can be alleviated by a local approach. However, matters of dimensionality and velocity, such as concept drift among others, have yet to be addressed. Overall, in the Big Data context, the local approach remains largely unexplored; studying how this paradigm could better handle velocity and veracity challenges appears to be particularly open.

4) Transfer Learning

Transfer learning is an approach for improving learning in a particular domain, referred to as the target domain, by training the model with other datasets from multiple domains, denoted as source domains, with similar attributes or features, such as the problem and constraints. This type of learning is used when the data size within the target domain is insufficient or
the learning task is different [114]. Fig. 7 shows an abstract view of transfer learning.

The distinguishing characteristic of transfer learning from other traditional ML approaches is that the training set does not necessarily come from the same domain as the testing set. Moreover, it can train on data from several domains individually or combined together using regular or adapted machine learning algorithms; domains do not have to have the same data distribution or the same feature space [115]. Different elements can be transferred from the source domains into the target domain: instances, feature representations, model parameters, and relational knowledge [116]. An example use case is energy consumption prediction for a new building (the target domain) using datasets collected from other similar buildings (the source domains) that probably have similar consumption patterns, but are different in size and efficiency.

Consequently, transfer learning is a possible candidate for resolving some of the challenges related to the volume, variety, and veracity dimensions of Big Data environments. From the volume category, it can remedy class imbalance as the instances can be transferred from other diverse domains to better balance classes in the target domain. Because of the ability to learn from different domains and transfer knowledge between different datasets, transfer learning is a promising solution for the data heterogeneity challenge (the variety category). Moreover, instance transfer from different domains can contribute to reducing challenges of dirty and noisy data as well as data uncertainty (the variety and veracity categories).

A few studies have discussed transfer learning for Big Data. Yang et al. [115] introduced an automatic transfer learning algorithm for Big Data. They improved a supervised learning approach, the Laplacian eigenmaps algorithm, by enabling automatic knowledge transfer from the source domains to the target domain. The system was designed for analyzing short text data using knowledge from the long text obtained from the Web. Zhang [48] described several examples of transfer learning with Big Data based on the concept of data fusion among homogenous and heterogeneous datasets; data fusion refers to combining data from several sources. For these reasons, transfer learning is one of the paradigms that address data size and heterogeneity.

5) Lifelong Learning

Lifelong learning mimics human learning; learning is continuous; knowledge is retained and used to solve different problems. It is directed to maximize overall learning, to be able to solve a new task by training either on one single domain or on heterogeneous domains collectively [117]. The learning outcomes from the training process are collected and combined together in a space called the topic model or knowledge model. In the case of training on heterogeneous domains, transfer learning might be used in the combining step to create such a topic model. The existing knowledge in this topic model is used to perform a new task regardless of where the knowledge comes from.

Lifelong learning is related to online learning and transfer learning. Like online learning, lifelong learning is a continuous process; however, whereas online learning considers only a single domain, lifelong learning includes a multitude of domains. Like transfer learning, lifelong learning is capable of transferring knowledge among domains. But, unlike transfer learning, lifelong learning is a continuous process over time because the topic space is refined each time a new learning outcome arrives. For example, consider the process of inferring individuals’ sport interests when various data are available such as their physical location, social media interactions, weather data, and Web browsing history. The prediction of individual interests needs to change periodically over time when new data become available because the area of interest may shift over time. Fig. 8 depicts a high level view of lifelong learning.

Traditional machine learning algorithms have a single target domain and cannot transfer learning from one task to another (with the exception of transfer learning). Consequently, Khan et al. [118] consider such approaches unsuitable for Big Data because of the many domains covered by such data and the constant appearance of new ones. They consider lifelong learning to be a good candidate solution for Big Data because the model is continuously refined and the learned task is applicable to different domains.
Similar to online learning, lifelong learning is a promising solution for processing performance, real-time processing, data availability, and concept drift. This is because it does not rebuild the model every time a new piece of data arrives, but only updates the existing knowledge based on the new incoming data. New knowledge is of course added to the existing knowledge base for all future tasks. Since lifelong learning incorporates transfer learning as its integral part, it addresses the same issues as transfer learning: the data heterogeneity, class imbalance, dirty and nosy data, and data uncertainty. However, presently there has been little development in this area because achieving this vision is very challenging.

Lifelong learning has been applied in various domains. Chen and Liu [119] suggested an unsupervised learning algorithm, the Gibbs Sampler, for mining the topic model and for generating a better knowledge space in the context of e-commerce reviews. In their work, the Big Data are divided into small sets, each set is trained individually, and the learning results are compared to yield a better topic model. Suthaharan [120] discussed issues related to combining machine learning, including lifelong learning, with Big Data technologies such as Hadoop and Hive. They focussed on network intrusion detection where data are growing quickly and arriving fast from different sources.

Khan et al. [118] surveyed lifelong learning models, including probabilistic topic models and knowledge-based topic models, for natural language processing with large data volumes. Their work discussed how these models can be used with Big Data to improve learning performance and accuracy.

6) Ensemble Learning

Ensemble learning combines multiple learners to obtain better learning outcomes (e.g., prediction, classification) than those obtained from any constituent learner [121]. Fig. 9 presents an abstract view of the ensemble learning process. Typically, the overall outcome is determined by a voting process among the weighted outcomes of individual learners [121]. These individual learners can be similar or from completely different categories, including those belonging to supervised and unsupervised ML. The weighting mechanism assigns a value to each learning output point and combines them. The voting process could be implemented in a straightforward way by directly aggregating the values of the learning points or through the use of the statistical techniques to obtain a combined value of the learning outputs that may lead to better learning performance [122]. Waske and Benediktsson [123] have applied SVM for individual learners and also used an SVM in the voting process.

There are two main ways to apply ensemble learning: the first one trains different learners, each one on the complete dataset, whereas the second one splits the dataset and trains each learner (same or different) only on a subset. The second approach has potential in the Big Data context because it can speed up and improve the learning process. Basically, improvement is achieved by splitting up large volumes of data into small disjoint datasets. One or more machine learning algorithm(s) are then trained on a different disjoint dataset. The outcomes from all learners are combined using some kind of voting scheme to improve the accuracy of the overall solution. For example, to detect anomalous behavior, ensemble learning could be applied by breaking a large dataset into small ones, training learners on small sets, and combining results to identify anomalies with high accuracy, but with few false alarms.

Several studies have discussed applying ensemble learning to Big Data. For example, Tang et al. [124] used it to decrease computation time and simultaneously improve learning accuracy. They split the large dataset into smaller datasets using a probabilistic approximation technique called the Reservoir sampling method.
Research studies have shown that ensemble learning performs well with different datasets [125], [126]. Zang et al. [125] presented a comparative study of ensemble and incremental learning. They observed that incremental algorithms were faster, but ensemble models performed better in the presence of concept drift. Alabdulrahman [126] experimented with four different datasets; he investigated correlations among ensemble sizes, base classifiers, and voting methods.

Works of Tang et al. [124] and Gruber et al. [127] used ensemble learning mainly to minimize computing time by dividing a big dataset into small training sets. Unlike the work of Tang et al. [124], Gruber et al. [127] suggested invoking several different machine learning algorithms on the small sets. Then the output values of all algorithms were weighted, combined, and evaluated using inverse probability weights (i.e., the voting phase). Finally, the authors showed that ensemble learning could also be used to choose learning algorithms by removing those that did not have an impact on the final outcome. This approach consequently decreased computing time.

Ensemble learning plays a key role in emphasizing correctness of learning outcomes as well as speeding up the learning process. With respect to correctness, using several different learners or training with different subsets has the potential to minimize the error rates. On the other hand, similar to local learning, splitting the dataset and training on subsets improves processing performance as it is more efficient to find a solution for $k$ problems of size $m/k$ than for a single problem of size $m$. This data splitting also reduces data chunks that need to be loaded into memory at once making ensemble learning capable of addressing the curse of modularity. Moreover, ensemble learning is capable of addressing concept drift [125]. How ensemble learning could be modified to best handle the issues related to variety and velocity remains to be explored.

V. DISCUSSION

Ratner [40] describes machine learning as a field that makes use of algorithms to solve problems with an underlying statistical component, such as regression, classification, and clustering, by means of an assumption-free non-parametric approach. For years, researchers have used machine learning to solve such problems without worrying about whether the situations they were facing met the requirements and the classical statistical assumptions upon which certain methodologies rely [40]. Arguably, the lack of concern with regard to these assumptions has enabled scientists to advance more quickly in the field of machine learning than in the field of statistics [40]. However, with the advent of Big Data, many of the assumptions upon which the algorithms rely have now been broken, thereby impeding the performance of analytical tasks. In response to those pitfalls, together with the need to process large datasets fast, a number of new machine learning approaches and paradigms have been developed. However, it remains consistently difficult to find the best tools and techniques to tackle specific challenges.

This paper has identified and presented challenges in machine learning with Big Data, reviewed emerging machine learning approaches, and discussed how each approach is capable of addressing the identified challenges. The overview of the relation between challenges and approaches has been presented in Table 1. A single application or a use case may encounter several challenges and may need to combine several approaches to handle those challenges. The following use cases demonstrate the use of the presented work:

Case study 1: Energy Prediction. Sensor-based forecasting using historical sensor readings to infer future energy consumption has gained popularity due to proliferation of sensors and smart meters. Grolinger et al. [103] considered energy forecasting with large sensor data. They encountered two main challenges from the volume category: processing performance (long time to build the model) and curse of modularity (complete data set fitting into memory). To resolve those challenges, they applied local learning, thus complying with Table 1 which indicates that local learning addresses challenges of processing performance and curse of modularity. As indicated in Table 1, those challenges could potentially be solved with other approaches such as horizontal scaling. In their study, local learning not only significantly improved the performance, but also increased prediction accuracy.

Case study 2: Recommender system. Collaborative filtering mechanisms are capable of suggesting relevant online content to users based on their browsing history. Millions of digital transactions are collected daily and they need to be continuously analyzed to improve recommendations and increase user engagement. Like case study 1, to address processing performance and curse of modularity challenges, Bachmann [128] applied local learning. Additionally, local learning enabled embedding contextual awareness into collaborative filtering.

Case study 3: Machine translation. Machine translation systems are computationally expensive and, in the case of large data sets, may even be prohibitive [129]. To handle this processing performance challenge, Google uses deep learning, specifically TensorFlow which is one of the ML platforms as illustrated in Figure 4. TensorFlow can be deployed on one or more CPUs or GPUs making this a horizontally and vertically scalable approach. Thus, Google machine translation uses a combination of several approaches (deep learning, horizontal and vertical scaling) to address the performance challenge.

Case study 4: Activity recognition. The constant advancements of the IoT has led to the development of numerous sensor equipped wearable devices. Saedti et al. [130] proposed autonomous reconfiguration of wearable systems in order to handle impact of configuration changes on activity recognition. The main challenge they faced lied in the heterogeneity of the data; wearable sensor data contains a variety of signal heterogeneity such as subject, device and sampling frequency related heterogeneity. In accordance with Table 1, transfer learning was used to tackle this Big Data challenge. Deep learning and lifelong learning could have also been considered. Nevertheless, the authors reported a performance increase between 3-13% due to their solution.
The correlation between approaches and Big Data challenges presented in Table 1. makes it possible to identify the main opportunities and directions for future research in machine learning with Big Data. Because a single approach may address more than one challenge and several challenges may be addressed with a single approach, the future directions are not categorized according to V dimensions, but they represent broad research opportunities:

- Data fusion will become even more important as researchers and industry try to combine data from a number of different sources with different formats and semantics to provide new insights.
- Process and algorithm manipulations are expected to continue to attract significant research interest because they make it possible to use traditional algorithms adapted to work with Big Data.
- Paradigms that enable updating of existing models upon arrival of new data without the need to retrain the complete model are very promising because they can accommodate bigger datasets than batch learning. Paradigms from this category are online learning and lifelong learning.
- Stream processing is presently limited to relatively simple problems. However, with new developments, it is anticipated that it will be able to handle more complex computations.
- Online learning may possibly merge with stream processing. If online learning can update its model in real time or near real time, it can be integrated into stream processing.
- Integration of various approaches such as deep learning and online learning presents itself as an interesting and promising research area worthy of further consideration. A combination of various approaches would ensure better coverage of the issues related to machine learning with Big Data.

From Table 1 it can be noted that there is no correlation between Bonferonni’s principle and any of the reviewed approaches. Although its impact in the Big Data context is large [44], we are not aware of a specific Big Data solution addressing this problem. Preventing those false positives is important, but it appears it attracted very limited attention from the Big Data community.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has provided a systematic review of the challenges associated with machine learning in the context of Big Data and categorized them according to the V dimensions of Big Data. Moreover, it has presented an overview of ML approaches and discussed how these techniques overcome the various challenges identified.

The use of the Big Data definition to categorize the challenges of machine learning enables the creation of cause-effect connections for each of the issues. Furthermore, the creation of explicit relations between approaches and challenges enables a more thorough understanding of ML with Big Data. This fulfills the first objective of this work; to create a foundation for a deeper understanding of machine learning with Big Data.

Another objective of this study was to provide researchers with a strong foundation for making easier and better-informed choices with regard to machine learning with Big Data. This objective was achieved by developing a comprehensive matrix that lays out the relationships between the various challenges and machine learning approaches, thereby highlighting the best choices given a set of conditions. This paper enables the creation of connections among the various issues and solutions in this field of study, which was not easily possible on the basis of the existing literature.

From the development or adaptation of new machine learning paradigms to tackle unresolved challenges, to the combination of existing solutions to achieve further performance improvements, this paper has identified research opportunities. This work has therefore accomplished its last objective by providing the academic community with potential directions for future work and will hopefully serve as groundwork for great improvements in the field of machine learning with Big Data.
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